ABOUT NPA

Parking is a multi-billion dollar industry vital to the life and livelihood of communities across North America. The National Parking Association is North America’s leading parking trade organization. Our mission is to serve as the market leader in parking industry research, education, and advocacy that advance the industry, and its leaders and parking professionals. We provide training, certification, and access to leading edge parking technology across the private and public sectors. Founded in 1951, NPA represents over 100,000 parking professionals in more than 2,500 commercial operations and public organizations. Learn more at WeAreParking.org.
DEFINE THE FUTURE

OUR VISION
NPA Connects and unites a dynamic parking industry to enhance the transportation ecosystem.

OUR MISSION
NPA advances the interests of the parking industry through research, education, advocacy and industry voice.

OUR STRATEGIC IMPERATIVES
1. Be Recognized as the Leading Authority and Advocate for the Parking Industry.
2. Advance Member Experience and Value through the Power of Collaboration.

David Damus
CHAIR, NPA Board of Directors
2020–2022
CEO, System Property Development Company, Inc.
Pasadena, CA
ACCESS TO THE BEST MINDS

NPA fosters our members' success by connecting industry experts, leaders, advisors and peers inside & outside the parking industry.

"NPA is where all the brain trust and intellectual capital is for the industry. It’s where you come to learn about the future of parking, what’s happening next, and staying ahead of all the trends."

David Damus, CEO
System Property Development/MotorParks
WE STAND TOGETHER.

PARKING UNITED

NPA sets the course to address the compelling and pressing issues that impact the parking industry.

NPA TAKES ACTION TO RESEARCH, CONTRIBUTE AND COLLABORATE to bring fact-based resources to the public sector and potential allies to ADVANCE A PRO PARKING AGENDA.
WE GIVE BACK

NPA’s Charity the PARKING INDUSTRY INSTITUTE supports research, education and college scholarships for parking pros & their families.

$860k IN COLLEGE SCHOLARSHIPS

$80k IN HURRICANE RELIEF

140 2018-2020 SCHOLARSHIPS AWARDED

60 2020 PMXLIVE SCHOLARSHIPS

Mary Smith, PE honored with the Harwood Leadership Award in 2020. Long standing member of the PCC, NPA PCC Fellow, Senior VP at Webber Consultants & champion for parking pros.

DEVELOP YOUR WORKFORCE

NPA Career Central
Connecting Parking Pros & Employers